
 I first met Terry when he approached SAP to explore the possibility of  
publishing Mathematical Olympiad type questions that he had researched, wrote 
and compiled. What struck me at our first meeting was not the elaborate work that 
he had consolidated over the years while teaching and training students, but his 
desire to make the materials accessible to all students, including those who deem 
themselves “not so good” in mathematics. Hence the title of  the original series 
was most appropriate: Maths Olympiad — Unleash the Maths Olympian in You!

 My understanding of  his objective led us to endless discussions on how to 
make the book easy to understand and useful to students of  various levels. It was 
in these discussions that Terry demonstrated his passion and creativity in solving 
non-routine questions. He was eager to share these techniques with his students 
and most importantly, he had also learned alternative methods of  solving the 
same problems from his group of  bright students.

 This follow-up series is a result of  his great enthusiasm to constantly sharpen 
his students’ mathematical problem-solving skills. I am sure those who have 
worked through the first series, Maths Olympiad — Unleash the Maths Olympian 
in You!, have experienced significant improvement in their problem-solving skills. 
Terry himself  is encouraged by the positive feedback and delighted that more and 
more children are now able to work through non-routine questions.

 And we have something new to add to the growing interest in Mathematical 
Olympiad type questions — Olympiad Maths Trainer is now on Facebook! You 
can connect with Terry via this platform and share interesting problem-solving 
techniques with other students, parents and teachers.

 I am sure the second series will benefit not only those who are preparing for 
mathematical competitions, but also all who are constantly looking for additional 
resources to hone their problem-solving skills.

  Michelle Yoo
  Chief  Publisher
  SAP
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A  word  from  the  author . . .

Dear students, teachers and parents,

 Welcome once more to the paradise of Mathematical Olympiad where 
the enthusiastic young minds are challenged by the non-routine and exciting 
mathematical problems! 

 My purpose of writing this sequel is twofold.

 The old adage that “to do is to understand” is very true of mathematical 
learning. This series adopts a systematic approach to provide practice for the 
various types of mathematical problems introduced in my first series of books. 

 In the first two books of this new series, students are introduced to 5 different 
types of mathematical problems every 12 weeks. They can then apply different 
thinking skills to each problem type and gradually break certain mindsets 
in problem-solving. The remaining four books comprise 6 different types of 
mathematical problems in the same manner. In essence, students are exposed 
to stimulating and interesting mathematical problems where they can work on 
creatively. 

 Secondly, the depth of problems in the Mathematical Olympiad cannot be 
underestimated. The series contains additional topics such as the Konigsberg 
Bridge Problem, Maximum and Minimum Problem, and some others which are 
not covered in the first series, Maths Olympiad – Unleash the Maths Olympian in 
You! 

 Every student is unique, and so is his or her learning style. Teachers and 
parents should wholly embrace the strengths and weaknesses of each student in 
their learning of mathematics and constantly seek improvements. 

 I hope you will enjoy working on the mathematical problems in this series just 
as much as I enjoyed writing them.

 Terry Chew
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Solve these questions. Show your working clearly. Each question carries 4 marks.

1. Are you able to trace the fi gure below without lifting your fi ngers off the 
paper? You are not allowed to trace any line segments more than once. 

2. Draw the next pattern.

3. It takes 5 minutes to fry a pancake. One side of the pancake takes 3 
minutes to fry and the other side takes only 2 minutes. Two pancakes 
can be placed on the frying pan at a time. What is the shortest time to 
fry all fi ve pancakes?

?
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4. How many different ways are there for Eton to go to the library if he can 
only take the routes indicated by the arrows?

5. Among William, Sarah and Hayden, only one of them watched the movie 
‘Harry Potter and the Order of the Phoenix’. When Jane asked the three 
friends about the movie, they gave her the following answers.

  William:  Sarah watched the movie already.
  Sarah:  I haven’t got a chance to watch it.
  Hayden:  Maybe I will watch it next week.

 Only one of them told the truth. Who had watched the movie?

Lie Truth
William
Sarah

Hayden

6. Compute each of the following using a simple method.

 (a) 1 + 2 + 3 + 4 + 5 + 6 (b) 2 + 4 + 6 + 8 + 10 + 12

 (c) 3 + 5 + 7 + 9 + 11 + 13 (d) 3 + 8 + 13 + 18 + 23 + 28

If William had watched the movie,

Lie Truth
William
Sarah

Hayden

If Sarah had watched the movie,

Lie Truth
William
Sarah

Hayden

If Hayden had watched the movie,

Eton

library
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